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Vitiligo is a disorder of depigmentation often leading to significant social

stigma, especially in people with skin of color. Mask dermatitis, though

less common than glove or disinfectant-related dermatitis, is increasingly

being reported during the current COVID-19 pandemic due to nearly

universal mask use. Although pressure–related injuries and irritant skin

reactions are most frequent, we report a case of facial vitiligo, limited to

skin sites in contact with surgical masks, and likely to be due to

koebnerization as a result of frictional dermatitis from the masks.

CASE REPORT

A 40-year-old female grocery shop owner presented with confluent

depigmentation over her cheeks and chin. She had been using surgical

masks for the past 3 months, and she usually wore the same surgical

mask almost 8 hours daily for many consecutive days. The masks pro-

voked burning facial sensations without evident dermatitis. Masks

from another manufacturer could not prevent the occurrence of new,

F IGURE 1 A well-demarcated band of depigmentation interspersed with macules of follicular re-pigmentation, on the (A) submental, (B) left,
and (C) right mandibular areas, sparing the nose and malar areas. The affected skin sites correspond to the areas of skin contact with two types of
surgical masks. Written consent from the patient has been taken to publish the photographs
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depigmented skin lesions, prompting the patient to use white, triple-

ply textile masks instead. There was no personal or family history of

vitiligo, thyroid disease, or atopy.

On examination, a well-demarcated band of depigmentation

interspersed with macules of follicular repigmentation was visible on

the submental and bilateral mandibular areas, sparing the nose and

malar areas (Figure 1). Upon questioning, she admitted wearing the

mask mostly on her chin, or below the nose, due to discomfort. A skin

biopsy from the depigmented skin showed the absence of melano-

cytes in the basal epidermis, together with focal pigment

incontinence.

Patch tests were performed with the Indian baseline (INS-1000)

and Indian cosmetic and fragrance (INC-1000) series (Chemotechnique

Diagnostics), procured from Systopic Pharmaceutical Ltd, New Delhi,

India, approved by Contact and Occupational Forum Of India (CODFI),

together with semi-open tests with saline-soaked 1-inch pieces of two

types of “culprit” surgical masks.1 Contrary to the regular patch tests,

which were occluded for 2 days and read according to ICDRG criteria

on day (D)2 and D4, the semi-open tests with the mask pieces were left

in situ for 96 hours and read on D4 and D5, but no positive reactions

were observed.

A diagnosis of frictional dermatitis from the surgical masks, with

subsequent koebnerization leading to vitiligo, was thus put forward.

Alternatively, given the burning facial sensations (yet without signs of

dermatitis), a contact leukoderma following irritant contact dermatitis

was still a potential differential diagnosis. Unfortunately, despite

repeated requests, the manufacturers did not respond to our queries

regarding the exact chemical composition of the masks, hence we

cannot fully exclude that skin irritants present in the masks might

have also been involved.

We advised our patient to continue the correct use of white tex-

tile masks, along with the daily application of tacrolimus on the

affected areas. After 12 weeks the depigmented macules showed sig-

nificant re-pigmentation.

DISCUSSION

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in the widespread and over-

zealous use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and disinfec-

tants by the general population, leading to a high incidence of

adverse cutaneous reactions.2-4 Conversely to gloves and hand

sanitizers, the wearing of masks is a less reported cause of skin

problems, although prolonged use may cause skin reactions through

excessive moisture and constant friction.3 Skin lesions may be pres-

sure related (abrasions, frictional dermatitis), acneiform (“maskne”),
or urticarial, irritant, or allergic in nature.4-7 Most adverse reactions

concern N95 (FFP2) masks, rather than surgical masks, owing to

their greater impermeability and tighter fit.5 Depigmentation, man-

ifesting as a contact leukoderma, or, as in this case, a vitiligo

following koebnerization from frictional dermatitis, appears to be a

rare consequence of mask use.

Koebnerization occurs in 21%–62% patients with vitiligo and

implies the development of depigmented lesions at sites of skin

trauma.8 It is considered frequent in progressive vitiligo vulgaris,

and hence may indicate disease activity.8 Van Geel et al proposed

three distinct types of koebnerization in vitiligo, and our case is

probably an example of Type 2A, that is, vitiligo clinically

corresponding to an area of repeated pressure or friction induced

by the wearing of clothes or accessories (ie, a surgical mask).9 Peri-

follicular re-pigmentation, as seen in vitiligo, was also observed in

our case.

To conclude, clinicians should be aware that “mask vitiligo”,
resulting from koebnerization from frictional dermatitis due to the

wearing of surgical masks, may occur.
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